Photography & Video Rules
By accessing the festival grounds, you conform yourself to the rules
below! In case these rules allow room for interpretation, the final decision
will be made by members of Staff, Security and Stewards.

Taking pictures during Luminosity Events.
The Luminosity Events are a marvellous opportunity for photographers. The venues
and its visitors form a colourful and stylish mix favoured by many photographers.
There are however a few rules and regulations in effect meant to keep things fun and
within boundaries.
Below you will find our rules regarding making a photographical registration of the
festival, how people need to interact with photographers and vice versa.
A difference will be made between objects and people.
Authorization must be formally granted for video recording and for the use of pictures
and photographs. If you are planning to bring professional equipment to the event it is
required to formally ask permission to Luminosity Events Foundation.
A) Venue and objects
1) It’s PROHIBITED to record the following locations and people before, during and
after the festival in any way:





EVERY staff Room, the VIP area and Toilets.
Our professional security people (clearly distinguished by their bright yellow SECURITY
jacket).
Any artists performing at the festival, unless stated otherwise.
Everyone which denies permission to have their picture taken or be filmed.

Below you will find our rules regarding the release of coverage.
Luminosity and Media
1) Any photos and videos must be forwarded to Luminosity Events Foundation
for our own release. Photos can be send to Luminosity Events via
www.wetransfer.com to e-mail: info@luminosity-events.nl

2) Recording full video live sets is not allowed unless permission is granted before
the event.
3) A Luminosity Events Foundation logo will be used in all photos.
Download: www.luminosityevents.nl/public/Logo_Luminosity_CMYK_BLACKBACKGROUND_TRANSP
ARANT.eps
Luminosity Events Foundation and its members are not liable in any way for
infractions on Portrait Rights as mentioned in Dutch Copyright Law 1912, article 1921.
Staff and co-workers of Luminosity Events Foundation are an exception to these
rules.
They are allowed to use and publish any photo’s made by photographers.
The organization reserves any right to use, edit and publish photo’s made by
photographers without financial compensations.
The agreement is valid for all Luminosity Events for a time period of 5 years
after the date it was signed.
Read and agreed (signature):
Name: ____________________

_______________________

Date: ____________________

Please forward the signed agreement to info@luminosity-events.nl

